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Sammanfattning 

I Nollvisionen ingår bl.a. principerna om trafiklugnande åtgärder i tätbebyggt område. Syftet 
med denna rapport är att studera korttidseffekten med avseende på trafikantbeteenden och 
trafiksäkerheten i korsningar ombyggda enligt principerna för trafiklugnande åtgärder. 
Studien avser trafiksäkerheten för och beteendena hos gående och cyklister, speciellt barn 
och äldre. Lagen som reglerar fordonsförares väjningsplikt mot gående vid markerade 
övergångställen stärktes 1 Maj 2000 i Sverige. Syftet med studien är också att beskriva 
effekten av lagändringen med avseende på trafiksäkerhet och framkomlighet. Fältstudierna är 
gjorda i Malmö. 

Under åren 1995-1999 dödades i snitt sju fotgängare per år vid markerade, ej signalreglerade 
övergångställen. 2001 dödades åtta personer. Antalet allvarligt skadade (inte dödade) var i 
snitt 60 personer per år 1995-1999, och år 2001 var den siffran 70. Vid jämförelse av dessa 
värden bör det beaktas att en del övergångställen togs bort i samband med lagändringen. 
Därför var en reduktion i antalet olyckor förväntat även om lagändringen inte har någon 
effekt. Det har även införts trafiklugnande åtgärder på olika platser i landet, precis som i 
Malmö, och detta bör också minska antalet olyckor vid övergångställen. Slutsatsen är därför 
att effekten av förändringen i reglering av fordonsförares väjningsplikt mot gående vid 
övergångställen hittills inte har varit effektiv med avseende på ökad trafiksäkerhet. 

Fältstudierna som är gjorda i Malmö avser studier av gåendes, cyklisters och bilförares 
beteenden vid tre olika tidsperioder, före lagändring och ombyggnad, efter lagändring men 
före ombyggnad och till sist efter både lagändring och ombyggnad. De studerade platserna 
videofilmas från olika vinklar för att fånga de olika trafikanternas beteenden. 

Effekten av lagändringen är ökad framkomlighet vid övergångställena, både för gående och 
cyklister. I den här studien visas inga skillnader med avseende på säkerhet efter lagändringen. 
Efter ombyggnationerna ökade framkomligheten ännu mer, och baserat på indirekta mått har 
säkerheten ökat för gående och cyklister på de studerade platserna. Ett säkert 
trafikantbeteende uttryckt i se sig om innan passage av vägen ökade något vid de ombyggda 
korsningarna, men att stanna vid trottoarkant innan passage minskade efter ombyggnad. Barn 
och äldre gynnades inte mer än någon annan åldersgrupp. 

 



 
 

 

Abstract 

One of the bases of the Swedish Vision Zero is the traffic-calming principle in urban areas. 
The aim of this study is to evaluate the short-term effects on traffic behavior and traffic safety 
of reconstructing urban intersections according to traffic-calming principles. The focus of the 
evaluation is on children and elderly. The Swedish law concerning car drivers giving way to 
pedestrians was strengthened on May 1, 2000. The aim is also to describe the effect on safety 
and mobility of the new Code. The field studies were made in the City of Malmö in Sweden. 

Overall, in 1995-1999, there were on average seven pedestrians per year killed in Sweden at 
unsignalized zebra crossings. In 2001, that number was eight. The number of severely injured 
pedestrians (not including killed) at unsignalized intersections in 1995-1999 was 60 per year. 
In 2001, that number was 70.  

A comparison should consider that some crosswalks were eliminated in connection to the 
change of Code. Therefore, a reduction in the number of fatalities at crosswalks should be 
expected even if the Code change had no effect on risk. Also, like in Malmö, there was 
reconstruction of locations to make them safer. This should also be expected to marginally 
reduce the total number of pedestrian crashes in Sweden. So the conclusion is that the effect 
of the change of Code in Sweden so far has not been very successful in terms of safety. 

The evaluation used in Malmö, Sweden is based on studies of pedestrians´, cyclists´ and car 
drivers´ behavior and safety at three time periods; before change of Code and reconstruction, 
after change of Code but before reconstruction and finally after both change of Code and 
reconstruction. Places are video filmed from various angles to capture the different road-
users’ behavior.  

The effect of the change of Code is increased mobility at the marked zebra crossings, both for 
pedestrians and cyclists. In this study no changes in safety is shown due to change of Code. 
The reconstruction increased the mobility even more, and at least based on indirect measures, 
the safety for the pedestrians and cyc lists did improve. A “safe” traffic behavior of 
pedestrians expressed as looking sideways increased somewhat at the reconstructed 
intersections, but stopping at the curb before crossing the street decreased. Children and 
elderly as pedestrians and cyclists did not benefit more than other age groups. 



 
 

 

Förord 

Den här rapporten har tagits fram inom forskningsprojektet BARNVIS som bedrivs vid 
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BACKGROUND AND AIM 

Results from Swedish travel surveys and from self-reported accident data have been 
compared with crash data from the Swedish National Road Administration (Thulin and 
Kronberg, 2000). The data is used to calculate the risk for vulnerable road users of different 
ages to be killed or severely injured per million kilometers.  

One main result of this study is that elderly people in Sweden, 64 years or older, have more 
than 20 times higher risk (0.11 killed per million person kilometers) of getting killed in urban 
areas as pedestrians compared with the age groups that have the lowest risk of getting killed, 
15 to 24 and 25 to 44 year olds (with fatality risks around 0.005 per million person 
kilometers). The risk of severe injury (including death) in urban areas for elderly was five 
times greater (0.58 severe injuries per million person kilometers) than for the age groups 15 
to 24 and 25 to 44 year olds (0.11 severe injuries per million person kilometers). Children as 
pedestrians in urban areas also have a higher risk of being killed, about three times higher 
risk than adults (25 to 64). The risk of children being severely injured compared with the age 
groups 15 to 24 and 25 to 44 year olds are between two and three times larger.  

Elderly cyclists, older than 64 years, have more than 20 times higher risk of being killed in 
urban areas compared with the age group that has the lowest risk of getting killed, 15 to 24 
year olds. The risk of severe injury for elderly cyclists (including death) was two to three 
times higher. The risk for children cyclists, aged 7 to 14, to get killed or severely injured is 
higher compared with the adult age groups younger than 64 but not as high as the elderly.  

The risk of being killed or seriously injured as a pedestrian is the highest at unsignalised 
intersections (Thulin and Kronberg, 2000). It is also at that type of crossing where most of the 
pedestrians’ passages are made in Sweden. The risk of getting killed or seriously injured as a 
cyclist is also the highest at unsignalised intersections. It is also at that type of location where 
most of the cyclist passages are made.  

 
Vision Zero Countermeasures 

According to the Swedish Vision Zero, the standard 50 km/h-street in built-up areas is 
changed to a 50/30 km/h-street, 30 km/h-street or walking-speed street where pedestrians, 
bicyclists and car traffic intermingle. The design aims to prevent motor vehicles from driving 
faster than 30 km/h at zebra crossings on 50/30-streets and along 30-streets. This criterion is 
motivated by the relationship between speed and fatality risk, (Teichgräber 1983, Ashton 
1982, and Waltz et al 1983, Leden et al 2000, Calm Street 1998). The risk of a pedestrian 
fatality is less than 10% for collisions at speeds up to 25 km/h whereas the risk of a fatality is 
around 50% at speeds around 50 km/h and at least 90% at speeds around 70 km/h.  For 
cyclists, there is a 4% risk of a fatality at car speeds of 40 km/h or less, and a risk of 38% at 
speeds of 65 km/h or more. The speed of a heavy vehicle seems to be of less interest. In other 
words, if a bicyclist is hit by a truck or bus, the fatality risk is high at any speed. The 
relationship for pedestrians is less clear, but if this is true also for pedestrians then pedestrian 
or cyclists´ crashes with heavy vehicle traffic has a greater risk of being fatal. 

The Swedish law concerning car drivers giving way to pedestrians was strengthened on May 
1, 2000. Since then, drivers must give way to pedestrians who intend to cross the street at 
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zebra crossings, whereas the previous law stated that drivers should, if possible, give way to 
pedestrians. Therefore, an aim of this study is to describe the effect on safety and mobility of 
the new Code for pedestrians and cyclists, especially children and elderly. The law regarding 
car drivers giving way at zebra crossings does not pertain to giving way to people going by 
bicycle. However, a person walking with the bicycle at a zebra crossing is regarded as a 
pedestrian. 

When the new law concerning car drivers yielding to pedestrians was enacted, a number of 
zebra crossings were removed in Sweden. From year 2000 to year 2002 the number of zebra 
crossings at 50-streets were reduced with 4800 or 12 % (draft, Ifver 2002). 

The aim of this paper is to evaluate the short-term effects on traffic behavior and traffic safety 
of reconstructing urban intersections according to traffic-calming principles, which is one of 
the bases of the Swedish Vision Zero. The aim is also to evaluate if the safety and mobility 
has improved especially for children and elderly. The field studies were made in the City of 
Malmö in Sweden. It is stated in the Swedish Vision Zero (Belin, 1999) that the measures 
taken in urban areas to increase safety and mobility should benefit especially children and 
elderly. One reason for this is that these age groups are found to be the road users facing the 
greatest risks when traveling as pedestrians and cyclists as discussed above. This is true also 
for many other countries ( MacGregor et al., 1999, Connely et al., 1998). 

 

METHOD 

In this paper the collected data is not tested as suggested by “standard” statistical theory. 
Instead a Baysian approach is used to explore the data. The methodology used is based on 
studies of pedestrians´, cyclists´ and car drivers´ behavior and safety at three time periods. 
The first time period studied is before change of Code and reconstruction, second after 
change of Code but before reconstruction and finally after both change of Code and 
reconstruction. Places are video filmed simultaneously from various angles to capture the 
different road-users’ behavior. 
 

Crash Analysis 

National Crash data with pedestrians from the years 1995-2001 were analyzed based on a 
draft by J. Ifver, 2002 (unpublished data) with the Swedish National Road Administration. 
Crash data from the City of Malmö, Sweden, from the years 1997-2002 are analyzed based 
on tables by J. Ramqvist, 2002 (unpublished data), and Wilhelmsson (2000), both with the 
City of Malmö. 

 

Video Filming 

The intersections were video filmed at three different time periods. If the road users detect 
the cameras it might influence their behavior. Therefore, the cameras were placed on posts 
and walls of houses at a height of 3-4 meters that hopefully were invisible to drivers as well 
as to pedestrians and cyclists. Up to three cameras were used to capture road users’ behavior. 
One camera was used for covering close-ups of the pedestrians crossing at the zebra crossing 
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and one or two cameras were used for overview pictures of the intersection. The filming 
periods were chosen to capture the hours of the day when children are traveling to and from 
school, about 90 minutes in the morning and 180 minutes in the afternoon.  
 

Coding of Behavior  

The traffic situations with pedestrians and cyclists recorded on videotapes were manually 
analyzed and coded. The coding is based on Øvstedals and Ryengs (1999) work, where they 
studied the behavior of children and drivers at intersections. All passages by children (0-12 
years), youth or teenagers (13-19 years) and elderly (older than 64 years) as pedestrians and 
cyclists were coded for one day for each of the studied intersections. A number of adult 
persons´ behaviors were also coded stratified to the number of children that were observed. 
For a second days’ video material, only passages with conflicts or High Severity Situation 
were coded independent of the road users´ age. If the child was walking or cycling with an 
adult the behavior of the adult was also coded. Coding was done using 37 parameters that can 
be divided into three groups; first description of pedestrian or cyclist (e.g. age, means of 
transport, head movements, tempo), second description of car driver and vehicle (e.g. type of 
vehicle, direction) and third description of encounter (e.g. waiting time for pedestrian, if the 
car driver yields, type of interaction). The most important parameters to describe pedestrians´ 
and cyclists´ safety according to an expert questionnaire (Johansson 2001) are if the person 
stops at the curb, the person’s head movements before the curb, head movements at the curb 
and finally type of interaction, (severe conflict, High-Severity Situation, etc). The reliability 
of the method has been tested, i.e. if two people code the observed behaviors the same way. 
When comparing 1.5 hour of captured video material containing 47 pedestrian and cyclist 
passages, two trained observers had 83 % agreement in coding the parameters describing the 
behaviors. If excluding the difficult parameter to assess, head movements, the two trained 
observers had 89 % agreement in coding the behaviors. 

If the interaction is a conflict it is described by vehicle speed when evasive action is taken, 
vehicle distance to collision point, vulnerable road user speed when evasive action is taken 
and vulnerable road user distance to collision point. Based on these four parameters the 
seriousness of the conflict can then be described by TA-value (time to accident) and severity 
level based on the Swedish Traffic Conflict Technique developed by Hydén (1987) and 
described in a manual written by Almqvist and Ekman (1999).  

The encounters when a car gets in close proximity to a pedestrian or cyclist is also analyzed. 
These encounter situations, High Severity Situations, are most often less severe than a serious 
conflict. Even if conflicting road users do not have a collision course, some encounters can be 
defined as High Severity Situations. Svensson (1998) discusses the possibility that there is a 
threshold in the severity hierarchy above which there is a high probability of an accident 
while encounters below this level rather are a sign of safe interactions. Occurrence of 
conflicts situated low in the severity hierarchy therefore can be a good sign. This threshold 
might be differently situated in the hierarchy if a child is involved. Adults are most often 
capable of making safe judgments in the traffic environment and therefore can interact with 
other road users with lower safety margins, and when errors are made the adults typically 
learn from their mistakes. Children do not always understand the connection between speed, 
time and distance and can therefore often act unpredictable (Cross 1988).  
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Measurement of Vehicle Speed  

The speeds of ‘free’ cars were measured with radar at the intersections, just before the zebra 
crossing, i.e. the hypothetical point of action to avoid a collision. At the intersection with no 
zebra crossing the speeds were measured at the area where the pedestrians and cyclists 
crossed.  

 
School Survey 

School children’s opinions of the effect of the road reconstructions and change of Highway 
Code, were gathered by questionnaires. Earlier research by Leden (1988) has indicated that 
11-13 year old school children could be the most appropriate age group for assessing effects 
of countermeasures because they are mature enough to understand and formulate the problem 
with high reliability and judge and express their opinions while at the same time they still 
behave like children. This age group was therefore chosen.  

 

DESIGN OF SURVEY, SITES AND DATA COLLECTION 

 
Design of Survey 

Studies of six different intersections in Malmö are presented in this paper. The first studies 
were made up to a year and a half before the change of Code, the second some weeks after 
the new law was enacted and the third study three months after the intersections were 
reconstructed. Not all studied intersections have been reconstructed. Munkhättegatan and 
Nydalastigen in Malmö is an intersection that saw no physical changes but of course it had 
the change of Code. There are no zebra crossings, but it is common that pedestrians and 
cyclists cross the street here nevertheless. The intersection at Munkhättegatan is used as a 
migration-of-behavior site to test the hypothesis that after change of Code the pedestrians and 
cyclists are bolder when crossing the street, even though there is no zebra crossing. Two 
intersections at Bergsgatan in Malmö (Möllevångsgatan and Kristianstadsgatan) are used as 
control crossings. No physical changes were made there. Three intersections along 
Regementsgatan in Malmö (Skvadronsgatan, Sergels Väg and Dragonstigen) are the core in 
the study. The studied intersections are chosen due to the fact that it is common that children 
cross the street there. Regementsgatan were during the winter 2000/2001 reconstructed 
according to the Vision Zero, i.e. to secure that the 90-percentile of the motor vehicle speed is 
below 30 km/h and that is not possible to overtake at zebra crossings (Safer Roads, 1998).  
The intersections at Skvadronsgatan and at Sergels Väg were similar to each other in design 
and traffic both before and after the reconstruction. The intersection at Dragonstigen is a 
midblock pedestrian- and cyclists crossing. It was before reconstruction signalized, after 
reconstruction unsignalized. The intersections at Bergsgatan are used as control crossings to 
test the differences in results from Regementsgatan especially before and after change of 
Code. The vehicle speeds are measured in the three time periods described above and also for 
a fourth time period, a year and five months after the reconstruction to describe midterm 
effects (to be presented elsewhere). One more control site, a midblock pedestrian and cyclists 
crossing at Nobelvägen, is used to see if the speeds were changed the weeks before and after 
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the change of Code. At this site the City of Malmö has collected speed data for a longer 
period. The result of the parameters that were described as important indicators of traffic 
safety for pedestrian and cyclists in the expert questionnaire (Johansson, 2001) will be 
presented next in this paper.  

 
Test Sites 

The traffic flow at Regementsgatan before reconstruction was about 14000 vehicles per day. 
After reconstruction some of the traffic has chosen other routes, and the traffic is less than 
10000 vehicles per day. Regementsgatan was before reconstruction 15-meters wide with one 
marked lane in each direction, but while the street was so wide the width of each direction 
was in reality one and an half lane with parked cars and two lanes when there were no cars 
parked. At each zebra crossing, there was a three-meter wide refuge island dividing the 
crossing into two parts. The intersection Regementsgatan - Skvadronsgatan had one zebra 
crossings and the intersection Regementsgatan – Sergels Väg had two (each side of Sergels 
Väg) whereas at Dragonstigen, a pedestrian- and cyclist crossing mid-block had a signalized 
zebra crossing and a cycle crossing.  

After the reconstruction, all zebras were kept and also one was added at Regementsgatan – 
Skvadronsgatan. The street was also narrowed to totally eight meters with 2 meter-wide 
refuges in the middle at the crossings and the intersections have speed cushions installed that 
were specially designed to be less of a hindrance to bus traffic than other traffic. Paving 
stones are used to mark the zebra crossings. The signal was removed from Dragonstigen, see 
Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. The intersection Regementsgatan - Dragonstigen after reconstruction. 
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The intersection Munkhättegatan – Nydalastigen is a wide T- intersection that has no marked 
zebra crossings since pedestrians and cyclist are supposed to cross at a nearby underpass, but 
many pedestrians and cyclists cross at the street level. There are two lanes in each direction 
and fences with bushes dividing the two directions. Each lane is 5.7 meters wide; each 
direction of the street is in other words just over 11 meters wide. 

The control street Bergsgatan has also two lanes in each seven-meter wide direction; divided 
by a four-meter wide refuge area with trees. The intersection at Kristianstadsgatan is mid-
block with a cycle path in the middle and a zebra crossing at each side of the cycle path. The 
intersection at Möllevångsgatan is a four-way intersection with two zebra crossings (at each 
side of Möllevångsgatan). 
 

Data Collection 

Data for the first period, before change of Code and reconstruction, was collected at three 
different time periods, one week in October 1998, one week in June 1999 and one day in 
December 1999. Data for the second period, after Code change but before reconstruction, was 
collected one week in May 2000. For the third period, after Code change and reconstruction, 
one week was studied in September 2001. The data is presented in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Data collection and number of observations. 
Intersection Time 

period 
Video time (h) Coded 

time (h) 
Search for conflicts and 
other Situations. Time (h) 

 Total no. of 
observations 

Skvadronsgatan 1 7.5 4.5 7.5 141 
 2 12 4.5 9 205 
 3 16.5 4.5 9 245 

Skvadronsgatan total  36 13.5 25.5 591 
Sergels väg 1 12 4.5 9 89 

 2 13.5 4.5 9 117 
 3 16.5 4.5 9 137 

Sergels väg total  42 13.5 27 343 
Dragonstigen 1 4.5 4.5 4.5 88 

 2 - - - - 
 3 9 4.5 4.5 106 

Dragonstigen total  13.5 9 9 194 
Munkhättegatan 1 4.5 4.5 4.5 278 

 2 6 4.5 4.5 202 
 3 9 4.5 9 166 

Munkhättegatan total  19.5 13.5 18 646 
Kristianstadsgatan 1 6 4.5 4.5 45 

 2 12 4.5 9 119 
 3 12 4.5 9 149 

Kristianstadsgatan total  30 13.5 22.5 313 
Möllevångsgatan 1 - - - - 

 2 4.5 4.5 4.5 145 
 3 4.5 3 3 89 

Möllevångsgatan total  9 7.5 7.5 234 
Total  150 70.5 109.5 2321 
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The study period before reconstruction and Code change will in the following text and tables 
be called Time Period 1, after Code change but before reconstruction will be called Time 
Period 2 and after Code change and reconstruction will be referred to as Time Period 3. The 
weather conditions were roughly similar at all studied time periods. However, in October 
1998 and December 1999 it was colder than in June 1999 and in December 1999 it was also 
raining and darker some part of the day. Differences in hours of captured video film and 
hours of film coded are due to technical problems or weather conditions. Recordings during 
long lasting or heavy rain are not used in the study. 

Questionnaires were given to 94 children at Ribersborgsskolan, to 95 children at 
Lindängeskolan and 72 at Högaholmsskolan in March 2001, ten months after the 
reconstruction of Regementsgatan and about one year after the enacting of the Code change. 
The first school (Ribersborgsskolan) is close to Regementsgatan and the two others are close 
to the “migration-effect” crossing at Munkhättegatan. The answers were not analyzed for 
children at Ribersborgsskolan who seldom or never cross Regementsgatan, and for 
Lindängeskolan and Högaholmsskolan, if the children had not described the change of 
Highway Code correctly or almost correctly. Eighty-one “valid” answers remained from 
Ribersborgsskolan and 130 from Lindängeskolan and Högaholmsskolan. As mentioned above 
all children participating were 11-13 years old. 
 

RESULTS 

 
Crash Data Validation 

In the ten-year period before reconstruction there were 19 pedestrian accidents with injuries 
and 23 cyclist accidents with injury along Regementsgatan. For the studied experimental sites 
there were a total of zero police reported pedestrian crashes and zero cycle crashes in the 3-
year period preceding the change of the Highway Code. During the time after reconstruction, 
there were also zero pedestrian crashes and zero bicycle crashes. This may by some readers 
be seen as an indication that no safety problems existed before or after the reconstruction. 
However, that is not the case. It is in this type of environment—arterial streets through towns 
and cities—that a majority of vulnerable road-users are injured. The fact that there aren’t 
crashes every three-year period on every section doesn’t mean that the long-term safety level 
is exactly zero crashes. But, what the lack of recorded crashes does mean is that we need less 
blunt instruments than crash data for evaluating the effectiveness of a reconstruction.  

If we lengthen the analysis period for the studied experimental sites, there were one police 
reported pedestrian crash and one cycle crash in the 5-year period preceding the change of the 
Highway Code.  

Obviously, the crash data material from these sites is so limited that it is impossible to draw 
conclusions on expected accident frequency. However, the change of Code can be evaluated 
through a macro study of all of Sweden. Such a study should obviously take possible 
behavior-migration effects into account. It should also be remembered that the Code did not 
change with respect to bicycles. It is likely that the months right after the change of Code, 
and the months preceding the change too, aren’t representative of before and after conditions. 
Therefore, a reasonable before period would be 1999 while 2001 would be the only full year 
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available for after data. However, the year 1999 had compared with the years preceding it a 
lower number of accidents and fatal accidents (Ifver, 2002). Therefore an average for the 
years 1995-1999 are used as comparison.  

Overall, in 1995-1999, there were on average seven pedestrians per year killed in Sweden at 
unsignalized zebra crossings. In 2001, that number was eight. The number of severely injured 
pedestrians (not including killed) at unsignalized intersections in 1995-1999 was 60 per year. 
In 2001, that number was 70.  

A comparison should consider that some crosswalks were eliminated in connection to the 
change of Code. Therefore, a reduction in the number of fatalities at crosswalks should be 
expected even if the Code change had no effect on risk. Also, like in Malmö, there was 
reconstruction of locations to make them safer. This should also be expected to marginally 
reduce the total number of pedestrian crashes in Sweden. So the conclusion is that the effect 
of the change of Code in Sweden so far has not been very successful in terms of safety. In 
Switzerland a similar change of Code was enacted in 1994. The first year after the change of 
Code the number of pedestrian accidents increased with 13 percent. The second year after 
change of Code the number of accidents were reduced to the level seen before change of 
Code. It is reasonable to believe that the same will happen in Sweden.  

 
Data Description 

Of the 591 observed vulnerable road-users at Skvadronsgatan, 318 (more than half) were 
children, 77 were elderly and 53 were teenagers. Of the 343 observations at Sergels väg, 161 
were children, 79 were teenagers and 62 were elderly. At Dragonstigen, 72 were children, 54 
were teenagers and 41 were elderly. At both Munkhättegatan and the two intersections at 
Bergsgatan teenagers accounted for more than half of all observations. At Munkhättegatan 
there were 109 children among the 641 observations and only 19 elderly. At 
Kristianstadsvägen, 25 were children and 41 were elderly among the 313 observations. At 
Möllevångsgatan, 40 children but only 16 elderly were observed. 

Walking was the most common means of transportation at the studied intersections. Walking 
with a bike, walking with a baby carriage, walking with or sitting in a wheelchair, walking 
with a walker and going on roller blades and kick boards are all regarded as walking. Of the 
total observations, 39 % were riding a bicycle at Dragonstigen, 22 % at Sergels Väg, 16 % at 
Skvadronsgatan, only 6 % at Munkhättegatan, 32 % at Kristianstadsgatan, and 14 % at 
Möllevångsgatan.  
 

 
Road-Users´ Behavior 

Pedestrians 

As mentioned before, the flow of vehicles was reduced after reconstruction of 
Regementsgatan but still a high share, 70-100 %, of the pedestrians encounter a car when 
they intend to cross the street, see the first three charts in Figure 2.  
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The percentage of pedestrians given way to by car drivers is calculated for pedestrians 
encountering a car. The pedestrians were more often given way to both after Code change 
and reconstruction at Sergels Väg and Skvadronsgatan. When comparing the two sites, 
Skvadronsgatan was the site with the lowest share of pedestrians given way to; in the third 
time period the highest share were shown there. The share of children and elderly given way 
to were about the same in the third time period at the two sites. The few observations in the 
first time period at Dragonstigen were those walking against red and none of these were 
given way to by any car driver. No observed car driver was driving against red. Dragonstigen 
was the site of the three at Regementsgatan with the lowest share of children given way to in 
the third time period. At the control crossing at the intersection Bergsgatan and 
Kristianstadsgatan, the share of pedestrians given way to increased after change of Code, and 
also a year and five months after change of Code when all the observed children and adults 
were given way. At the other intersection at Bergsgatan, Möllevångsgatan, the share of 
pedestrians given way to also did increase from shortly after change of code to a year and 
five months after change of code. Children and elderly did not benefit more than other age 
groups though. At Munkhättegatan almost all pedestrians met a car when they crossed the 
street during all three time periods and almost none of them were given way to, as they 
legally didn’t have to be since there is no marked zebra crossings. 

Due to the similarities in design as well as traffic and yielding behavior, the two intersections 
along Regementsgatan (Sergels väg and Skvadronsgatan), are in the following analyses of 
pedestrians´ data grouped together to achieve more accurate estimates. Also, the two 
intersections along the control street Bergsgatan (Kristianstadsgatan and Möllevångsgatan) 
are grouped together.  

Of the pedestrians that were given way to all or very close to all were walking in the marked 
zebra crossing at the three intersections at Regementsgatan and the two intersections at 
Bergsgatan during all three time periods. Of the few pedestrians that were given way to at 
Munkhättegatan all were walking at the side of the open area in the middle of the intersection 
and that were also where most of the pedestrian crossings were made for all three time 
periods. The pedestrians that weren’t given way to were also most often walking on the 
marked zebra crossings at the three intersections at Regementsgatan and the two intersections 
at Bergsgatan at all three time periods. At the intersections at Regementsgatan teenagers who 
were not given way to is the only age group that showed a lowering share of persons crossing 
at the marked zebra crossing. In the first time period, all teenagers that weren’t given way to 
walked in the marked zebra crossing. In the third time period two thirds of those who weren’t 
given way to walked in the marked zebra crossing. All or almost all children and all elderly 
of those who weren’t given way to walked in the marked zebra crossing at all three time 
periods. Of those children that did not encounter a car when crossing the street almost all 
crossed the street at the marked zebra crossings, and almost all elderly. At least 85 % of the 
adults crossed at the marked zebra crossings and at least 67 % of the teenagers did. No 
changes are shown between the three time periods. 
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Figure 2. Percentage pedestrians given way to by a car driver. No of pedestrians that encounter any car and 
total no. of pedestrian observations. 
 

Stopping at the curb when crossing the street and not encountering a car is not common. 
However at two intersections  at Regementsgatan, at Skvadronsgatan and Sergels väg, 33 % 
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of the children stop at the curb before crossing the street before changes were made, 19 % 
stop at the curb after change of code and none of the children stop after reconstruction. No 
one belonging to any other age groups stops at the curb at any time period. At the other sites, 
no one stops at the curb when not encountering a car during any time period.  

Of the children that aren’t given way to when crossing the street the share stopping at the 
curb decreases from 56% to 48% after change of Code and to 21% after reconstruction of the 
two intersections at Regementsgatan. Also for elderly the share of having to stop at the curb 
decreases from 48% to 39% after change of Code and to 16 % after reconstruction.  At the 
after reconstruction unsignalized Dragonstigen 40% of the children and 13% of the elderly 
stop at the curb after reconstruction. At the control crossings at Bergsgatan the number of 
observations is low for each age group and no pattern in changes is shown. 54% of the 
children at the migration-of-behavior site Munkhättegatan who were not given way to stop at 
the curb before change of code; after change of code 61% stop at the curb. One year and five 
months after change of Code, 44 % of the children stop at the curb of those who were not are 
given way to. Teenagers and adults stop at the curb to a lower extent than children but the 
same pattern in change is shown, an increase after change of code and a reduction two years 
after change of Code. The number of observed elderly is low.  

After reconstruction of Regemenstgatan the pedestrians that are given way to does not stop as 
often as before at the curb. The largest change is shown for children. This share decreased 
from 84% stopping at the curb in the first time period to 63% after change of code and 29% 
after reconstruction. The same pattern is shown for the other age groups but the figures are a 
little bit lower. At the control crossing the number of observations is too low to divide into 
age groups but for pedestrians as a group none of those that were given way to had stopped at 
the curb in the first time period. In the second time period, after change of Code, 28% had 
stopped at the curb and a year and five months after change of code 47% had stopped at the 
curb of those that were given way to. 

It is difficult to observe if pedestrians look sideways to detect cars before they reach the curb. 
Of the observed 1855 pedestrians it was possible to detect head movements before the curb 
for 559 of them. The pedestrians are not divided in age groups since the number is that low. 
At the reconstructed intersections at Regementsgatan, the share looking in both directions 
before the curb is unchanged low, but the share of pedestrians looking only to the le ft 
increases after change of Code, see Table 2.  

No effect is shown by the reconstruction. At the control crossings at Bergsgatan, looking 
sideways before the curb decreases after change of code. At the migration-of-behavior site 
Munkhättegatan, looking in both directions increases at the studied time periods. The 
pedestrians’ head movements at the curb is easier to detect; totally 893 observations. At the 
grouped intersections at Regementsgatan looking sideways has decreased after code change 
and reconstruction but it has somewhat increased at the now not signalized Dragonstigen. At 
the control crossings looking in both directions has decreased and looking only to the left has 
somewhat increased. The observed changes are the opposite at the migration of behavior site. 
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Table 2. Percentage pedestrians looking to detect cars before and at curb. 
          Before curb   At curb  
 Time  

period 
Looking in 

both 
directions 

(%) 

Looking 
only 

 to the left 
(%) 

Total no. 
of obs. 

Looking in 
both directions 

(%) 

Looking 
only to the 

left 
(%) 

Total no. 
of obs. 

Sergels väg and 1 5 67 91 26 66 131 
Skvadronsgatan 2 2 78 147 10 75 155 
 3 6 78 133 14 56 219 
Serg. and Skv. total  4 75 371 16 64 505 
Dragonstigen 1 23 36 22 26 30 23 
 2 - - - - - - 
 3 17 83 6 33 35 60 
Dragonstigen total  21 46 28 31 34 83 
Munkhättehgatan 1 16 42 50 25 75 65 
 2 0 100 1 0 100 22 
 3 35 18 34 30 69 67 
Munkhättegatan total  24 33 85 23 76 154 
Kristianstadsgatan 1 17 50 12 14 86 14 
and Möllevångsgatan 2 0 10 39 3 93 61 
 3 0 8 24 4 91 76 
Kri. and Möll. total  3 16 75 5 91 151 
Total  8 60 559 17 68 893 
 
 

Cyclists 

The total number of cyclists observed at the six intersections was 415. When dividing them 
by intersection, time period, studied parameters and age groups the remaining number of 
observations is not enough to present significant results. The results describing cyclists are 
therefore not presented for different age groups. 

At the two unsignalized intersections at Regementsgatan cyclists were given way to more 
often after change of code and also after reconstruction even though the Code change does 
not cover car drivers yielding for cyclists. The share of cyclists given way by car drivers has 
also increased at the control crossings at Bergsgatan but not to the same extent as at 
Regementsgatan. At the migration-of-behavior site, the number of observed cyclists are low 
and they are typically not given way to by car drivers; in only one of the 30 observations did 
this happen. 
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Table 3. Percentage cyclists that encounter a car and percentage cyclists given way to by a car driver. 
 Time 

period 
Cyclists given way of 

those who encounter a car 
(%) 

Percentage cyclists 
that encounter a car 

(%) 

Total no. of 
observations 

Skvadronsgatan 1 12 93 27 
 2 33 94 35 
 3 52 68 31 
Skvadronsgatan total  32 85 93 
Sergels väg 1 13 94 17 
 2 26 79 24 
 3 52 77 35 
Sergels väg total  34 82 76 
Dragonstigen 1 50 100 6 
 2 - - - 
 3 47 88 34 
Dragonstigen total  56 57 75 
Munkhättegatan 1 7 74 19 
 2 0 92 13 
 3 0 100 4 
Munkhättegatan total  3 83 36 
Kristianstadsgatan 1 17 75 8 
 2 25 57 42 
 3 20 38 52 
Kristianstadsgatan total  22 49 102 
Möllevångsgatan 1   - 
 2 25 55 22 
 3 67 27 11 
Möllevångsgatan total  33 36 45 
Total  31 67 415 

 

To achieve more accurate estimates the two intersections along Regementsgatan (Sergels väg 
and Skvadronsgatan), are in the following analyses of cyclists´ data grouped together. Due to 
the similarities in design as well as traffic and yielding behavior, this could be reasonable. 
Also, the two intersections along the control street Bergsgatan (Kristianstadsgatan and 
Möllevångsgatan), are grouped together for same reasons. 

All  observed cyclists crossed the street at marked zebra crossings at Dragonstigen and the 
two intersections at the control crossings at Bergsgatan during all three time periods. At the 
other two intersections at Regementsgatan, roughly half of the cyclists crossed the street at 
the zebra crossings in Time Period 1, see Table 3. In Time Period 2, 8% crossed at the zebra 
crossing and in Time Period 3, 30% crossed at the zebra crossing. At the control crossing at 
Munkhättegatan with no zebra crossing, most of the cyclists crossed at one side of the open 
area of the intersection. For the cyclists that did not interact with a car, the figures are the 
same except for those at the two intersections at Regementsgatan. In Time Period 1, 33% 
crossed at the zebra, in Time Period 2 none (0 out of 7), crossed there and in the third time 
period 40 % crossed at the zebra crossings.  

Thirteen percent of the cyclists that were given way to at the two intersections at 
Regementsgatan were crossing at the marked zebra crossing in Time Period 1. In Time 
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Period 2 none of those that were given way to crossed at the zebra crossing.  In Time Period 
3, 26% of those that were given way to crossed at the zebra crossing. In other words, most of 
the cyclists that were given way to cross this intersection away from the area marked as zebra 
crossing. Of those not given way to in the first time period more than half of them, 56%, 
crossed at the zebra crossing. After change of Code and after reconstruction, 11 % of those 
that were not given way to crossed at the zebra crossing. 

The percentage of cyclists stopping at the curb before crossing the street is presented in Table 
4. Stopping at the curb decreases at the two intersections at Regementsgatan from 58 % 
before the changes were made to 42% in the last time period. Only one of the 60 cyclists that 
did not interact with a car stopped at the curb before crossing the street. That one instant  
happened at one of the control crossings at Bergsgatan in the third time period. 
 
Table 4. Percentage of cyclists that stops at curb.  
 Time 

period 
Stopping at 

curb (%) 
Total no. of 

cyclists 
Cyclists that 
stop at curb 

and are given 
way to (%) 

No. of 
cyclists that 

stops at curb 

Cyclists that 
does not 

stop at curb 
and are 

given way 
to (%) 

No. of 
cyclists that  

does not 
stop at curb 

Sergels väg and 1 58 43 12 25 13 15 
Skvadronsgatan 2 53 59 32 31 29 21 
 3 42 67 45 24 58 24 
 Subtotal  50 169 30 80 36 60 
Dragonstigen 1 73 41 91 11 0 2 
 2  -  -  - 
 3 27 34 44 9 48 21 
Dragonstigen total  52 75  20 43 23 
Munkhättehgatan 1 24 17 25 4 0 9 
 2 50 12 0 6 0 5 
 3 0 4  - 0 4 
Munkhättegatan total  30 33 10 10 0 18 
Kristianstadsgatan 1 0 5  - 20 5 
and Möllevångsgatan 2 21 42 11 9 23 17 
 3 12 17 100 1 16 6 
Sub total  17 64 20 11 21 28 
Total  42 341 34 120 29 129 

 

One of the parameters that are the most difficult to detect is whether the cyclist looks in both 
directions before reaching the intersection or not. For the 415 cyclists observed only for 80 
was it possible to detect if the cyclist looked sideways before crossing the intersection. Of the 
totally 44 observed cyclists at the grouped intersections at Regementsgatan, only 5 (11%) 
looked in both directions before reaching the curb.  This figure is similar to the share for the 
whole study. Overall, 16% or 13 of the 80 observed cyclists looked in both directions before 
reaching the curb. It is more common to look only to the left, of the total data 53% or 42 
cyclists did that. At Regementsgatan 59% or 26 cyclists looked to the right before reaching 
the intersection. In total, 69% looked to detect cars at least from the left and at 
Regementsgatan 70% looked at least to the left to detect cars before entering the street.  Some 
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people may have glanced without turning their heads and others may have relied on early 
observations combined with listening for traffic, so not all the remaining people may have 
entered completely without knowledge of whether a vehicle was approaching or not. 

It is easier to detect if the cyclist looks in both directions at the curb. 195 observations were 
made of the 415 passing cyclists. At the two grouped intersections along Regementsgatan, 
30% looked in both directions at all time periods but the percentage of cyclists looking only 
to the left decreased from 60 % in the first time period to 26 % in the last time period, see 
Table 5. At Dragonstigen, head movements at the curb has decreased with totally 11 
percentage points since reconstruction and Code change. At the control crossing at 
Bergsgatan looking only to the left increased to 97 % in the last time period from 75 % in the 
first time period. However, these percentages are based on low numbers of observations. At 
Munkhättegatan the numbers are too low to draw any conclusions.  

 
Table 5. Percentage cyclists looking to detect cars at curb. 
 Time 

period 
Looking in both 

directions 
(%) 

Looking only to the 
left 
(%) 

Total no. of 
observations 

Sergels väg and 1 30 60 20 
Skvadronsgatan 2 30 50 10 
 3 29 26 55 
Serg. and Skv. total  29 37 85 
Dragonstigen 1 31 39 26 
 2   - 
 3 20 30 30 
Dragonstigen total  25 34 56 
Munkhättehgatan 1 33 67 3 
 2 0 100 2 
 3 50 50 2 
Munkhättegatan total  28 71 7 
Kristianstadsgatan 1 25 75 4 
and Möllevångsgatan 2 8 85 13 
 3 0 97 30 
Kri. and Möll. total  4 92 47 
Total  22 50 195 

 
 
Vehicle Speeds  

In Time Period 1, the average vehicle speeds at the three intersections at Regementsgatan 
were similar to each other. At Skvadronsgatan it was 46.3 km/h, at Serge ls Väg 47.8 km/h 
and at Dragonstigen 48.3 km/h. After change of Code, the speed at Skvadronsgatan and 
Sergels Väg was more or less the same. No measurements were made at Dragonstigen. Three 
months after reconstruction was completed, the average speed at Skvadronsgatan was 
significantly lower at the three intersections at Regementsgatan, see Table 6. The speeds are 
significantly lowered after reconstruction and the speeds are also somewhat lowered a year 
and five months after reconstruction, but the stated goal with traffic calming to reduce the 90-
percentile speed to below 30 km/h is not fulfilled. At Dragonstigen, the goal is almost met.  
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The speed at the control crossing Bergsgatan/Kristianstadsgatan was more or less the same 
between the three time periods studied, after change of Code, a year and five months after 
change of Code and two years after change of Code.  

At the migration-of-behavior site, at Munkhättegatan, measurements were made for two time 
periods. After change of Code the average speed was 50.4 km/h, two years after the change 
of Code, the average speed was 51.4 km/h. A small significant increase in speed in other 
words but the first measurement was made in December on a rainy day. 
 
 
Table 6. Vehicle speeds. 

 Before changes After change  After One year and three 
  made  of Code reconstruction months after reconstr. 
 all heavy all heavy all heavy all heavy 

Regementsgatan - Skvadronsgatan       
n 304 48 334 43 65 13 106 9 
average 46,3 44,3 47,9 44,7 34,3 28,1 32,7 31,0 
st dev (average) 0,33 0,78 0,34 1,05 0,81 1,55 0,54 2,07 
90-perc 54 50 56 51 42 36 40 35 
Regementsgatan - Beridaregatan, Sergels Väg      
n 162 - 192 23 61 5 80 21 
average 47,8 - 48,3 45,3 33,4 29,0 31,5 27,5 
st dev (average) 0,52 - 0,46 1,33 0,56 1,20 0,66 1,45 
90-perc 55 - 56 54 39 32 40 36 
Regementsgatan - Dragonstigen       
n 198 - - - 51 7 116 18 
average 48,3 - - - 28,6 26,3 23,7 22,9 
st dev (average) 0,40 - - - 0,77 2,69 0,52 1,12 
90-perc 55 - - - 35 34 31 29 
Munhättegatan - Nydalastigen       
n - - 218 14 - - 217 66 
average - - 50,4 47,9 - - 51,4 49,5 
st dev (average) - - 0,41 1,82 - - 0,49 1,03 
90-perc - - 59 57 - - 61 60 
Bergsgatan - Kristianstadsvägen       
n - - 59 13 52 19 111 23 
average - - 47,6 49,4 46,7 43,9 47,6 44,1 
st dev (average) - - 0,76 1,96 0,78 1,99 0,61 0,88 
90-perc - - 54 56 54 54 56 49 
         
         
     Before change of Code          After change of Code  
Nobelvägen  week 1 week 2   week 3 week 4   
n 14439 15043   14586 14947   
average 52.2 52.6   52.2 51.7   
st dev (average) 0.06 0.06   0.06 0.06   
90-perc 65 65   65 65   

At the control intersection for speeds, along Nobelvägen, two weeks before change of code 
the average speed was 52.2 km/h, one week before change of Code it was also 52.2 km/h. 
The first week after change of Code the average speeds was still 52.2 km/h and the second 
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week after change of Code it was 51.7 km/h. For each of the four weeks of collected data the 
standard deviation of the average was 0.06 km/h and the 90-percentile was 65 km/h.  

When looking at the speeds of heavy traffic separate from the total traffic, heavy vehicles 
most often were driven slower than the total, see Table 6. The speeds are similar at the three 
intersections at Regementsgatan at the three first time periods but at the fourth last time 
period (a year after reconstruction) when the speeds at Dragonstigen is lower than at the two 
other intersections. At Munkhättegatan the speed of heavy traffic was somewhat lower than 
the total traffic. The speed of heavy traffic at Bergsgatan/Kristianstadsgatan is similar to the 
other traffic after change of Code. A year and five months and two years after the change of 
Code, the speed of heavy traffic was lower than for other traffic. 
 
Conflicts and Situations  

The number of observed Situations and conflicts are presented in Table 7. In total, 44 
conflicts were observed; of them 17 were severe. Another 35 Situations were observed. The 
total number of persons as pedestrians and cyclists involved in the conflicts and Situations 
were 106, and the majority of these are pedestrians, 83 persons. The numbers of severe 
conflicts are too low at each intersection to draw any firm conclusions; the type of conflicts 
will be discussed here.  

 
Table 7. No. of persons in conflicts and Situations.  

No. of persons 
observed in 

Situations and 
No. of 

conflicts No. of severe  No. of  

 

Time 
period conflicts  Total Severe conflicts per hour Situations 

Skvadronsgatan 1 6  3 2 0.27 2 
 2 13  4 2 0.22 6 
 3 14  5 0 0 8 

Skvadronsgatan total  33  12 4 0.16 16 
Sergels  väg 1 1  1 0 0 0 

 2 4  2 0 0 1 
 3 3  1 1 0.11 2 

Sergels väg total  8  4 1 0.04 3 
Dragonstigen 1 0  0 0 0 0 

 2 -  - - - - 
 3 2  2 1 0.22 0 

Dragonstigen total  2  2 1 0.11 0 
Munkhättegatan 1 9  3 0 0 2 

 2 15  4 1 0.22 5 
 3 13  5 2 0.22 2 

Munkhättegatan total  37  12 3 0.17 9 
Kristianstadsgatan 1 1  0 0 0 1 

 2 9  8 5 0.55 1 
 3 4  1 0 0 2 

Kristianstadsgatan total  14  9 5 0.22 4 
Möllevångsgatan 1 -  - - - - 

 2 7  3 1 0.22 2 
 3 5  2 2 0.66 1 

Möllevångsgatan total  12  5 3 0.4 3 
Total  106  44 17 0.16 35 
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In the severe conflicts most often the driver of the involved motor vehicle took the evasive 
action independently of time period. In the not so severe conflicts more often the vulnerable 
road user took the evasive action. Of the totally 27 not severe conflicts it was in six cases the 
driver of the motor vehicle who took the evasive action, also this is independent of time 
period.  

Of the totally observed 106 persons, 47 are adults, 32 are teenagers, 19 are children and 8 
were elderly. More than half or ten of the children and half of the elderly were observed at 
Skvadronsgatan. 19 of the teenagers were observed at Munkhättegatan, the migration-of-
behavior site. The adults were equally spread over the six sites. 18 persons were involved in 
severe conflicts and of these ten were adults, three were teenagers and five elderly. No 
changes were shown concerning the age of the involved pedestrians and cyclists in neither 
conflicts nor other Situations during the three time periods.  

In Situations and conflicts at the control crossings at Bergsgatan and the migration of 
behavior site Munkhättegatan, portion of people stopping at the curb increased after change 
of code. At Regementsgatan it decreased. After reconstruction at Regementsgatan the 
stopping frequency increased, but at the control sites it decreased, see Table 8. 

In all the Situations and conflicts at intersections with marked zebra crossings the pedestrians 
cross at the marked zebra crossings. The cyclists that are involved in Situations and conflicts 
at cycle crossings, if these are provided, at Regementsgatan most of the cyclists in Situations 
and conflicts cross the street at the intersections, not in the marked zebra crossings.  

Looking sideways before reaching the curb when involved in Situations or conflicts to detect 
cars is not as common as for those not involved in Situations or conflicts. 58% of those 
involved in Situations or conflicts looked at least to the left before the curb and that is 10 
percentage points lower than for the total observations. At the curb they did look sideways as 
much as those not involved in Situations or conflicts. 

 
Table 8. Percent persons, involved in Situations and conflicts, that stop at the curb. 

 Time period  Total no. of persons Stopping at curb (%) 
Sergels Väg and 1 7 43 
Skvadronsgatan 2 17 18 

 3 16 31 
Sergels Väg and Skvadronsgatan total  40 28 
Dragonstigen 1 0 0 

 2 - - 
 3 2 100 

Dragonstigen total  2 100 
Munkhättegatan 1 9 22 

 2 11 82 
 3 9 0 

Munkhättegatan total  9 22 
Kristianstadsgatan and  1 1 0 
Möllevångsgatan 2 12 25 

 3 1 0 
Kristianstadsgatan and Möllevångsgatan total  14 21 
Total  85 32 
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School Survey 

At Munkhättegatan, where there was no reconstruction and no marked zebra crossing, besides 
the change of Code, only 27%1 of the school children stated that the safety had improved. 
However, 87%2 expressed the view that the safety had increased at Regementsgatan at the 
sites that were reconstructed, see Table 9. 
 
Table 9. Percentage of school children assessing given safety alternatives before and after reconstruction and 
change of Code at three intersections along Regementsgatan and assessing safety effect of change of Code at 
Munkhättegatan. 

 Sites at Regementsgatan All three sites at 
Regementsg. 

Munkhätteg. 

Given alternatives Skvadronsg. Sergelsv. Dragon- 
stigen 

  

Risk cut in half or more 26 36 0 26 3 
Somewhat safer than before 64 44 100 61 24 
About as dangerous/safe as before 6 8 0 6 36 
Somewhat more dangerous than 
before 

0 4 0 1 10 

at least doubling of risk 2 0 0 1 4 
Don´t know 2 8 0 4 22 
Total number of answers 47 25 8 80 129 

 

It was also assessed if the reconstruction and Code change affected how often school children 
crossed the two streets by asking the question, “Did you cross the street on foot or by bike as 
frequently before the reconstruction as now?” at Regementsgatan before and after 
reconstruction and change of Code and by the question, “Did you cross the street on foot or 
by bike as frequently before the change of Code as now?” to children at Munkhättegatan.  

About 39%3 of the school children at Regementsgatan assessed that they crossed 
Regementsgatan less frequently before the reconstruction, while only 18%4 of the children at 
Munkhättegatan assessed that they crossed less frequently before the Code change, see Table 
10. It seems that the reconstruction affected pedestrian mobility at Regementsgatan, but not at 
Munkhättegatan.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 3+24 
2 26+61 
3 16+23 
4 9+9 
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Table 10. Percentage answers to the question “Did you cross the street on foot or bike as frequently before the 
reconstruction as now?” to school children at Regementsgatan before and after reconstruction and change of 
Code at three intersections at Regementsgatan and  to the question “Did you cross the street on foot or bike as 
frequently before the change of Code as now?” to school children at Munkhättegatan. 

 Sites at Regementsgatan All three sites at 
Regementsg. 

Munkhätteg. 

Given alternatives Skvadronsg. Sergelsv. Dragon- 
stigen 

  

Much less frequently  21 8 13 16 9 
Somewhat less frequently 17 32 25 23 9 
About as frequently  55 48 63 54 72 
Somewhat more frequently 4 8 0 5 9 
Much more frequently 2 4 0 3 2 
Total number of answers 47 25 8 80 127 

 

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

Overall, in 1995-1999, there were on average seven pedestrians per year killed in Sweden at 
unsignalized zebra crossings. In 2001, that number was eight. The number of severely injured 
pedestrians (not including killed) at unsignalized intersections in 1995-1999 was 60 per year. 
In 2001, that number was 70.  

A comparison should consider that some crosswalks were eliminated in connection to the 
change of Code. Therefore, a reduction in the number of fatalities at crosswalks should be 
expected even if the Code change had no effect on risk. Also, like in Malmö, there was 
reconstruction of locations to make them safer. This should also be expected to marginally 
reduce the total number of pedestrian crashes in Sweden. So the conclusion is that the effect 
of the change of Code in Sweden so far has not been very successful in terms of safety.  

The number of accidents in the last five and three –year periods were low at the studied sites 
in Malmö. The number of observed conflicts in this study was also low. Totally 44 conflicts 
were observed in 109.5 hours of film and of these conflicts were 17 severe. In the severe 
conflicts it was most often the car driver who did the evasive action. The severity of the 
conflict is strongly connected to the vehicle speed, but still severe conflicts are observed with 
vehicles in speeds around 30 km/h at the reconstructed sites. If these low-speed conflicts 
would result in accidents with injuries the outcome of the accident is most often less severe 
than if the vehicle speed is 50 km/h, the risk of severe accident is much lower.  

At none of the studied sites the change of Code had any noticeable effect on the vehicle 
speeds. After the reconstruction at Regementsgatan the 90-percentile speeds were 
significantly lowered from around 55 km/h to 35-42 km/h but the stated goal with traffic 
calming to reduce the 90-percentile to below 30 km/h is not met. At the control crossings the 
speeds were unchanged during the studied time periods.  

In the Malmö case  study no changes in safety could be detected due to change of Code. 

The share of pedestrians given way to increased both after change of code and reconstruction 
at Regementsgatan, but children and elderly did not benefit more than other age groups. At 
the two control crossings at Bergsgatan, the share of pedestrians given way to also increased 
after change of Code, and a further increase was seen a year and five months after the change 
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of Code. Children and elderly did not benefit especially here either. In other words the 
mobility has increased for the pedestrians as a group but children and elderly, the weakest age 
groups, did not benefit more. Cyclists also benefited by the change of Code and 
reconstruction sincecar drivers more often give way to them too.  

At the reconstructed intersections the mobility for pedestrians also increased in terms of 
having to stop and wait at the curb less often. 56% of the children that were not given way to 
had to stop and wait before changes were made, compared to 21% in the third time period. 
Also among those who were given way to and did not have to stop and wait at the curb, 84 % 
had stopped in the first time period compared to 29 % in the third time period. Cyclists also 
less often stop at the curb. At the Migration-of-behavior site Munkhättegatan the share of 
persons stopping at the curb before crossing the street increased after the change of code and 
it increased further one year and five months after the change if code.  

The pedestrians’ head movements to look sideways to detect cars increased at the 
reconstructed intersection both after change of code and reconstruction, but at the control 
crossings a small reduction was shown. 

At the studied sites it is most common, independent of time period and age of the pedestrian, 
to cross the street at the marked zebra crossings when these are provided. Cyclists cross at the 
marked bicycle paths if those are provided, otherwise they most often cross at the 
intersection.  

The children’s view after the reconstruction is that the mobility had increased; while the 
children at the control crossing meant that the mobility there was more or less unchanged 
under this time period.  

The effect of the change of Code is increased mobility at the marked zebra crossings, both for 
pedestrians and cyclists. The reconstruction at Regementsgatan increased the mobility even 
more, and also safety as d vehicle speeds were reduced. The percentage exhibiting a “safe” 
traffic behavior of pedestrians defined in terms of looking sideways increased somewhat at 
the reconstructed intersections, but stopping at the curb before crossing the street decreased. 
Children and elderly as pedestrians and cyclists were not benefited more than other age 
groups. 
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